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INTERDISCIPLINARITY WITHOUT INTER-DISCIPLINARS:
ERRORS, HORRORS AND INVENTIONS
Bogdan Condurăţeanu*
* The Digital Romania Project; bogdan@rqa.ro
Rezumat. De zece ani încoace interdisciplinaritate a devenit cuvântul omniprezent în toate
cercetările arheologice de pretutindeni. Bugete mărite au fost alocate şi cheltuite în numele
acestei noi nişe deschise. Punctaje mărite au fost disponibile când cercetătorii foloseau SIG,
imagini aeriene sau din satelit, dacă proiectele planificate şi rezultate utilizau termeni nefamiliari precum GPS, SRTM, UAV, NDVI, DEM, DSM şi, în special, LiDAR.
Aventurarea în interpretări de imagini Google Earth fără ani de cunoştinţe, experienţă de
teledetecţie şi/sau interes pentru literatura şi hărţile relative la topografie istorică, abordarea planurilor fără solide noţiuni de GIS nu este însă fără capcane ...
Cuvinte cheie: interdisciplinaritate, GIS, teledetecţie, planuri, aeroortofotograme.

Motto:
“In Paris do they always have the true answer?”
“Never,” William said, “but they are very sure of their errors.”
(Umberto Eco, Name of the Rose)

1. Introduction
While in the West most interdisciplinary teams have their own GIS, old maps
and/or archives experts, the Romanian approach was to gather all these hats on top of
the same people’s heads that had previously nothing to do with them; without taking
Classes, or graduating Courses, or acquiring new Skill sets etc. Practically overnight
some in the business became experts in GIS, mapping, cartography, old maps, teledetection and some even produced 3D reconstitutions, drone collected richly colored elevation maps, terrestrial profiles, signal coverage maps and overlaid charts. The fact that
GIS is taught in engineering colleges, that it takes years to develop an eye for teledetection, that it is simply another discipline than History, Latin and Archaeology never
bothered the new wave that replaced the site visits, earth digging, archives searching and
common sense with the easily available content from Google (Earth).
The people riding the new “interdisciplinarity” wave projected their existing
authority in the previous fields where they already achieved their PhDs to impose dubious achievements by interpreting data resulted from other disciplines, mostly in front
of sympathetic peer audiences. And since historical topography is relatively new as a
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field of research and is placed quite at the borders of the fields of expertise of the old
school experts who mainly specialized on narrow time frames and geographical boundaries, their Word was accepted as the new Norm. We are considering some of the most
notable "interdisciplinarity" related "achievements" in the next pages.

2. Errors
2.1. The "mirrored" castrum from Românaşi
In their 2016 paper, Coriolan Horaţiu OPREANU and Vlad-Andrei LĂZĂRESCU published a “Reconstructed plan of the excavated structures overlapped on the
geophysical survey of the Roman fort at Românași (Sălaj County)”1. One does not need
to be a GIS expert to observe something is very much amiss with the published plan, so
the authors made a further note explaining why they thought it all went so wrong:

Fig. 1. “Reconstructed plan of the excavated structures overlapped on the
geophysical survey of the Roman fort at Românași (Sălaj County)”2.
“At the end of the new documentation we correlated the geophysical map with the old
plan of the excavation, which was published wrong, “in mirror3”213 (Fig. 26).
Selective bibliography: MACREA/RUSU/MITROFAN 1962, 499–501; TAMBA 1997;
1

Opreanu, Lăzărescu, 2016, p. 70.
Opreanu, Lăzărescu, 2016, p. 70, fig. 26.
3
[my underline].
2
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GUDEA 1997, 43–44, nr. 23; MARCU 2009, 100–101, nr. 11.”4. Note 213 makes reference to TAMBA 1997, 49, Abb. 10.

Fig. 2. Photographed TAMBA 1997, 49, Abb. 10, cropped and rotated 90°
counter clockwise.
There is nothing wrong with the Tamba 1997 plan mentioned in the above
bibliography. It is consistent with the 1962 plan (Fig. 3), with the same unique section across its NW corner and the same large section going from the SW to the NE.
Whoever did the “correlation” of the geophysical survey with the old excavation plan
rotated the Tamba 1997 plan clockwise 90 degrees instead of counter clockwise 90
degrees so that the NW archaeological section landed in the SE corner and the Porta
Principalis Dextra towers ended up in the opposite direction and then came up with
the excuse that the Tamba 1997 plan was published “in mirror” (sic!).
Nevertheless the plan should have not been published as such!

4

Opreanu, Lăzărescu, 2016, p. 71.
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Fig. 3. General 1962 plan5 of Românaşi castrum.
2.2. Cutting corners at the 3D reconstitution of the Roman castrum Angustia from Breţcu
Navigating the bounty of Youtube videos6 related to the Roman Dacia, one
can come across this singular, almost apocryphal7, 3D reconstitution of the Roman
castrum Angustia from Breţcu, under the logo of the National Eastern Carpathians
Museum (MNCR). It was published by DigitalHistory on 25th February 2013 and
depicts the Roman eastern frontier in Dacia and its main feature, the “remotest
Roman outpost in Eastern Dacia” (min 2:58), the Roman castrum from Breţcu, as a
general presentation for the large public realized in 2011, running in the National
Eastern Carpathians Museum from Sfântu Gheorghe.
While the reconstitution makes some "creative" use of noninvasive research8 to
reconstruct the interior of the Angustia castrum, it completely ignores published plans of
5

Macrea et alii, 1962, p. 500, fig. 19.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LVbLWvo0lzU (accessed on the 10th September 2019).
7
We could not find any authors taking credit for its realization. When we asked for details on
Facebook Messenger at the official page of MNCR, we were told that “The movie you are referring to was realized during the redevelopment of our museum by the ARTEX company, together with specialists from our side, who provided the scientific information. I can tell you that
there were involved, among others: Mister Dan Ştefan, MNCR Researcher, Dan Buzea, archaeologist, Magdalena Ştefan, museographer. I hope this information will help you.” It did, my
warmest thanks to the person who provided it.
8
Popa et alii, 2010, p. 127, abb. 19; Popa, 2012, p. 835, Abb. 4.
6
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Fig. 4. An overhead view of the "3D reconstitution" of the Breţcu castrum
at min. 3:28.
the archaeological digs performed inside it.
The authors made a significant economy of time (money) in the realization of
this 3D reconstruction by “cutting corners” effectively. The reconstruction lacks all 4
corner towers, the Porta Decumana towers are rotated 90°, there is no inner wall in
the interior and alongside the outer wall (Fig. 5), the Porta Decumana towers outer
side exceeds the outer walls line and the number and aspect of the ditches in front of
Porta Praetoria is wrong (Fig. 6).

3. Horrors
3.1. The Castra Novis castrum from Amărăştii de Jos
In his 2018 paper9 Cătălin Nicolae PĂTROI published his hypothesis about
the location of the Castra Novis castrum at Amărăştii de Jos, in Dolj county (Fig. 7).
The author notes the resemblance of the Amărăştii de Jos "castrum" with yet
another "castrum" from Orţişoara, Timiş county (Fig. 9).
Detailed descriptions and measurements of the supposed Amărăştii de Jos "castrum", "thermae" and "vallum" are presented (Fig. 8).
There is no Roman castrum at Amărăştii de Jos, as the aeroorthophotogram
taken in 1953 can prove it (Fig. 13).
9

Pătroi, 2018, on-line https://www.academia.edu/38196083/Castra_Nova_%C8%99i_structu
rile_ de_p%C4%83m%C3%A2nt_de_la_Am%C4%83r%C4%83%C8%99tii_de_Jos_jude%
C8%9Bul_Dolj._Studiu_preliminar._Patroi_Nicolae_Catalin.2018.pdf_Castra_Nova_and_th
e_earthen_structures_at_Am%C4%83r%C4%83%C5%9Ftii_de_Jos_Dolj_County._A_preli
minary_study?fbclid=IwAR38xmAyvKHZhf0GoVTryesFOfvPEop4m10WtEqHHWEF7Ag
uXuTqUkWCq1o (accessed on the 22nd Jan 2019; on the 28th May 2019 the link was no longer
valid).
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Fig. 5. Parts of "3D reconstitution" graphically overlaid on top of the 1951 plan10.
All four corners have documented round towers, neither one is present in the "3D
reconstitution". The Porta Decumana towers are rotated 90° and exceed the outer
walls line.
10

Macrea et alii, 1951, between pages 312-313, pl. I.
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Fig. 6. Southern part of the "3D reconstruction" graphically overlaid
on top of the 1929 plan11. There are 3 ditches documented in front of
the Porta Praetoria, neither of them parallel to the South wall; the
"3D reconstitution" has only one, parallel to the South wall.

Fig. 7. “The location of the roman site from Amărăștii de Jos, Dolj
overimposed on the firing directory plans”12 (sic!)13.
11

Panaitescu, 1929. The ditches are also displayed in Popa, 2012, p. 832, Abb. 2.
Pătroi, 2018, p. 137, fig. 7
13
It is actually the 1:25000 K-35-001-A-b plan from DTM – Direcţia Topografică Militară, online https://portal.geomil.ro/arcgis/home/webmap/viewer.html?webmap=cce134f4a9694d9faa35
3983fbc15635 (accesed 27.09.2019).
12
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Fig. 8. The location of the “new roman site from Amărăştii de Jos, Dolj county”14.

Fig. 9. “A rectangular structure similar to the one from Amărăştii de Jos,
discovered at Orţişoara15, Timiş County. http://map.cimec.ro/Mapserver/#”16.
It is only a part of a large communist era zootechnical complex which was also
photographed in 1980 and published in 1983 by IGFCOT, precursor of today’s ANCPI,
as the 1:5000 plan shows (Fig. 14) its presumed area covered with “dejections” and
the "vallum" being the northern slope of a large scale hidrographics works, a massive
irrigation canal that continues to the South and East of the location ...
Neither is – nor ever was – a castrum at Orţişoara, Timiş county, where the
four reservoir imprint is an easily recognisable trademark of hidrographic works in
The coordinates of the center of the “castrum” are E24.149775911, N43.963557288.
Pătroi, 2018, p. 137, fig. 6.
15
E21.2146122, N45.942538,
16
Pătroi, 2018, p. 169, fig. 40.
14
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Fig. 10. “Location on Google Maps, of the area where the roman rectangular
castrum from Amărăștii de Jos, Dolj county and the structures around it lie.
Cartographic support Google Maps. 1 – castrum, 2-3 – rectangular structures in
the Northern part of the castrum. 4-5 rectangular structures East of the castrum.
6-7 rectangular structures South of the castrum. 8 – defense vallum17. 9-10 –
rectangular structures situated North of the Siliștea Veche streamlet.”18
2‒3 are later supposed19 to be a Castellum (ad muros)20.
the communist era allover Romania21.

4. “Finding the lost North” through divination at Sarmizegetusa
Regia
“Finding the lost North” is important for Romanian researcher Aurora PEŢAN,
a Foreign Languages Faculty of Bucharest graduate, who tackles this difficult endeavor for Sarmizegetusa Regia in her 2015 paper, “Finding the Lost North. Two centuries
of cartography at Sarmizegetusa Regia”22.
17

E24.146108 N43.961908
Pătroi, 2018, p. 138, fig. 9.
19
Pătroi, 2018, p. 145.
20
E24.146906 N43.965012
21
Similar works can be found at N45.86380 E27.32660, N46.45968 E27.87720 and in great
many other places throughout Romania.
22
Peţan, 2015.
18
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Fig. 11. “Possible thermae23 and composing elements as they appear at
D. Tudor24 overimposed on the 5th structure identified at Amărăștii de Jos”25.

Fig. 12. Overview of all the structures identified by C. N. Pătroi. Background
GoogleMaps satelite imagery. Stereo70 projection, GIS support GlobalMapper
v20.1.
23

E24.14976 N43.96361
Tudor, 1976, p. 125, fig. 46.
25
Sketch realized by C. N. Pătroi having as cartographic support http://atlas.anpm.ro/atlas#
(Pătroi, 2018, p. 147, fig. 18).
24
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Fig. 13. Part of the georeferenced Stereo 70 aeroorthofotogram 1691 from 1953,
copyright DTM26, reproduced with written permission of the owner27.
GIS support GlobalMapper v20.1.

Fig. 14. the South east corner of the K-35-1-A-b-1-III-t plan, courtesy of ANCPI28.
Georeferenced in Stereo 70, overimposed on GoogleMaps sattelite imagery. GIS
support GlobalMapper v20.1. All areas covered by the so called castrum and its
dependencies pertain to the dejection treatment of the bull farm South of it.
In “Part II. IN THE SEARCH OF THE TRUE NORTH. MODERN PLANS
(1954-2014)”, the author pushes head on with a critical analysis of all plans she could
26

DTM is an acronym for Direcţia Topografică Militară, Geospatial Information Defense
Agency, National Defense Ministry, Military Unit 02583, www.geomil.ro (accessed on the
6th September 2019).
27
Services Contract A-6208 from the 22nd August 2019.
28
Receipt 0000170 from the 10th July 2019.
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find for the Sarmizegetusa Regia precinct. Red arrows and red lines are drawn by her
on top of previously scanned plans indicating the North or presumably better fortification contours and figures are presented for angle corrections.
Miss Peţan’s vocabulary makes scarce use of GIS terms like scale, coverage,
degree of completeness, number of layers, degree of actuality etc. Instead plans are
deemed by Miss Peţan using common language terms like "precise" and "better". What
Miss Peţan lacks in technical terms is compensated in persistence, so although an error
with the North arrow in one of plans was previously documented29, Miss Peţan finds
it necessary to point it out repeatedly in no less than 3 (three) of her own papers30.
Her paper ‒ though elaborated and documented ‒ lacks the fundamental reflex
of any student being given a problem to solve: that of proving how he or she got that
result. All sorts of allegations about angles, dimensions and orientation are made without the slightest proof. There are no measurements, no tools for measuring, no methodology explained and/or implied; everything is or should be in her opinion self evident... and it is not!
What method did the Miss Peţan use for calibrating the plans and over imposing
them one on top of the other so as to draw those red lines? The only clue we get is that
“The red interventions of the below discussed plans are my corrections and they have
as reference the topographic lay from 1979.”31 Nothing else.
What reference points were used between the base plan and the overlay? What
software did she use? If not that, what graphical method, if any? Did she use calc paper?
Did she use GPS for measurements? What type of GPS, what precision? No GPS32 it
seems, since no coordinates are present in the whole paper.
Equally important, what kind of “North” was she seeking? True North? Magnetic North?33 No reference to a compass is made in the whole article, so it probably
is the cartographic North from the 1979 plan. But then what about the Cartesian reference system/projection? Because each one comes with its very own deformations.
In Romania there were four such reference systems:
1. The Lambert-Choleski conical projection34, based most likely on the Clarke 1880
ellipsoid35;

29

Stefan, 2005, p. 324, fig. 165.
Peţan, 2015, p. 107.
31
Peţan, 2015, p. 101, note 56: “Intervențiile cu roșu pe planurile discutate mai jos reprezintă
corecturile mele și au ca referință ridicarea topografică din 1979.” [in Romanian language].
32
There is a single mention to a (Garmin) Montana 650 which was used for measuring a distance in Peţan, 2015 (at p. 87).
33
https://gisgeography.com/magnetic-north-vs-geographic-true-pole/ (accessed on the 28th May
2019), https://www.academia.edu/30978711/PROIEC%C5%A2II_CARTOGRAFICE._NOTE
_DE_CURS_PROIEC%C5%A2II_CARTOGRAFICE (accessed on the 28th May 2019).
34
https://gisgeography.com/conic-projection-lambert-albers-polyconic/ (accessed on the 17th
June 2019)
35
http://www.geo-spatial.org/download/planurile-directoare-de-tragere (accessed on the 28th
May 2019).
30
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Fig. 15. The 1950 Daicoviciu plan with the Peţan intervention36 on it with red.
2. The Stereo30 stereographic projection37, based on the Hayford ellipsoid, starting with
the 4th decade of the XXth century;
3. The Gauss-Krüger cylindrical projection38, based on the Krasovski-1940 ellipsoid,
which was used between 1951 and 1973 and
4. The Stereo70 stereographic projection based on Krasovski-1940 ellipsoid still in use
today since 1973.39
It is therefore clear that the 1950 sketch was layed in a different projection system than the 1979 plan. So do the subsequent 1983, 1988, 1989 and 1996 plans based
on it40. If one makes comparisons of plans, one should make sure from the very beginning that the two plans share the same projection system otherwise the whole "com36

Peţan, 2015, p. 101, fig. 12.
https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/mathematics/stereographic-projection (accessed on the
17th June 2019).
38
http://wtlab.iis.u-tokyo.ac.jp/wataru/lecture/rsgis/rsnote/cp9/9-8-4.gif (accessed on the 17th
June 2019).
39
http://www.geo-spatial.org/articole/deformatii-liniare-in-sistemele-proiectie (accessed on the
28th May 2019).
40
Peţan, 2015, p. 105-106.
37
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paring" enterprise is meaningless, but that is something that, again, only somebody with
a GIS background would have known.
And then it strikes that none of the plans are georeferenced41. Not even the
highly praised by Miss Peţan (“the most precise plan in existence to date”)42 plan made
by an amateur, Mr. Mihai STANCU, which is a DWG file43 made after the 1979 lay
in a way that would make many eyebrows raise: “The way the plan was made. There
were over imposed and united more photos (made from heights and angles that vary
a little bit from the other) at portions from two plans of the topographic lay realized
by arch. M. Ionescu and arch. C. Călinescu in year 1979. These operations presumed
little “re-dimensions” and “distortions”, so as to realize a continuity as best as possible of the lines that appear in the drawing. Integration at a working scale for vectorizing
the drawing was made in a CAD program. The dimensioning of the photo was made
based on the knowledge of the external diameter of the “Great Circular Sanctuary”,
which is 29.4 m. The contour lines that appear on the plan are reported to an unknown
reference point. From ulterior information, but not checked at the site, it is possible
that the equivalent of the contour line 628 to be 1045 (GPS altitude). I made these
specifications for those who know and need some very exact dimensions. * the plan
was vectorized and published with (sic!) and by passionate people, not by “state officials”.”44
I sincerely doubt that Miss Peţan understands the first thing of the tribulations
and compromises M. Stancu went through with the "stitching" and scaling of the 1979
lay, and the quality and value of the final result, otherwise she would have never ever
mentioned it.
But let’s see first the blatant absences from Miss Peţan’s intended review.
41

i.e. they do not have world coordinates attached to each pixel.
Peţan, 2015, p. 115 [my translation]: “cel mai precis plan existent la ora actuală”.
43
Peţan, 2015, 115, note 86; http://www.romaniadevis.ro/dacia/descopera-romania/romaniavirtuala-3d/item/plan-topo-2d-situl-arheologic-sarmizegetusa-regia (accessed on the 23rd May
2019).
44
[my translation] “Modul in care a fost realizat planul
Au fost suprapuse si unite mai multe poze facute (de la inaltimi si unghiuri ce variaza cite putin la
fiecare in parte) la portiuni din doua planse cu planul topografic realizat de arh. M. Ionescu
si arh. C. Calinescu in anul 1979. Aceste operatii au presupus si mici "redimensionari" si "distorsionari", pentru a se realiza o continuitate cit mai buna a liniilor ce apar in desen.
Integrarea la o scara de lucru pentru vectorizarea desenului s-a facut intr-un program CAD. Dimensionarea pozei s-a facut pe baza cunoasterii diametrului exterior al "Sanctuarului Mare
Circular", adica 29,4 m.
Cotele de nivel care apar pe plan sint raportate la un punct de referinta necunoscut.
Din informatii ulterioare, dar neverificate la fata locului, e posibil ca echivalentul "cotei din plan
- 628" sa fie 1045 (altitudine GPS). Am facut aceste precizari pentru cei care cunosc si carora
le trebuiesc niste dimensiuni foarte exacte.
* planul a fost vectorizat si publicat cu si de catre pasionati, nu de "oficialii statului".”; on-line
http://www.romaniadevis.ro/dacia/descopera-romania/romania-virtuala-3d/item/plan-topo-2dsitul-arheologic-sarmizegetusa-regia (accessed on the 23rd May 2019).
42
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Fig. 16. The 2014 M. Stancu plan45, aka “the most precise plan in existence to
date”46. The top of the fortress is missing, the contour lines values are guessed,
no details on the circular sanctuaries and there is no geo-referencing.
Precision is first and foremost about the scale of the plan – the higher the
scale, the most precise the plan – then the quality of the measurement instruments and
then the quality of the professionals involved who did the actual measurement readings.
A 1:200 plan is more precise than a 1:500 plan, which is more precise than a 1:10000
plan, asoasf.
In this regard the most precise public47 plan of Sarmizegetusa Regia was done
in 198348 by a professional team from the Military Topographic Direction (DTM).
45

Peţan, 2015, p. 116, fig. 27.
Peţan, 2015, p. 115.
47
There is a 1:200 plan of the whole hill containing the fortress, religious complex and hundreds of civil terraces, created and maintained by professor Tiberiu RUS from Babeș-Bolyai
University, but it is classified as Secret and used solely by the Cluj-Napoca archaeological team.
48
Dragomir, Rotaru, 1986, p. 52. The whole chapter discusses from p. 46 to p. 57 changes noted
by trained military observers that occurred through the various reconstruction attempts at Sarmizegetusa Regia which would have been of great value to anyone interested in the subject,
especially now when there is a 145 million lei project undergoing that has as first aim “to preserve the existing historical material, the archaeological vestiges, the second aim is to recover
the meaning and architectural characteristics of the ruins and the third involves the interpretation and preservation of the monument” (on-line https://zhd.ro/eveniment/restaurarea-situluisarmizegetusa-regia-cel-mai-mare-proiect-al-ultimilor-30-de-ani/ -accessed on the 9th September
2019).
46
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Fig. 17. The 1986 scaled reproduction49 of the 1983 DTM’s 1:500 plan
of the Sarmizegetusa Regia fortification and sacred area complex.
They went there in 1983 to verify the theory published in 198050 about the Sacred Area of Sarmizegetusa Regia being used as an Astronomical Observatory and were
subsequently able to create a 1:500 plan of the Dacian complex of the fortification and
temples and a 1:250 plan and a 1:200 plan of the sanctuaries, using high precision measuring equipment and 2 professional teams, one specialized in Geodesy, the other one
in Astronomy.
In 2012 Dan OLTEAN has published his book51 where his 10 years field research in the Şureanu Mountains led to the discovery of a bounty of presumed roman
49

Dragomir, Rotaru, 1986, p. 53, fig. 6.
Bobancu et alii, 1980.
51
Oltean, 2012.
50
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Fig. 18. The scaled reproduction of the 1:200 plan of the religious complex
of Sarmizegetusa Regia, the origin of the measured elevations is arbitrary.
Copyright DTM, reproduced with written permission of the owner52.
castra and previously unknown details of the Sarmizegetusa Regia site. Because the
author has been deemed as protochronist by the Romanian scientific establishment,
much of his collected data through the lens of his camera and his Garmin Colorado
300 GPS53 is very much ignored.
The author graciously offered us a copy of his book and high resolutions of the
pictures inside so that we were able to georeference them and include his discoveries
52

Services Contract A-6208 from the 22nd August 2019.
One may not agree with Oltean’s interpretations and other data sources he used, but as far as
the topographic evidence he produced, it has by far more scientific value than any of the Peţan
made up lines and figures.
53
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Fig. 19. The scaled reproduction of the 1:250 plan of the religious complex of
Sarmizegetusa Regia, instrumental lay July 1983. Copyright DTM, reproduced
with written permission of the owner54.
for Sarmizegetusa Regia and a wealth of other sites in our own Digital Atlas of Romania, the topographic and routable map destined exclusively for Garmin GPSs. In 2012,
when the BBC DSM derived from LiDAR became available, we were able to georeference it and confirm that at least parts of the Oltean described valla were very much
present in the field and were better described topographically than by Alexandre Simon
STEFAN55. So wouldn’t the other features, the many presumed Dacian towers and
54
55

Services Contract A-6208 from the 22nd August 2019.
Stefan, 2005, p. 329, fig. 167 and p. 342, fig. 177.
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Fig. 20. Part of the georeferenced Oltean 2012 ic. 99 plan, overlaid with the
georeferenced BBC Lidar56 derived DSM57, overlaid with the vectorized
features of the Sarmizegetusa Regia site that are included in the Digital
Atlas of Romania58. One can easily see confirmation of the yellow earthen
vallum published by Oltean in 2012 prior to the BBC DSM that became
available only after December 2012.
various valla, deserve a second look from the scientific community?!
So, why are all these plans missing from Miss Peţan’s intended "review"? One
explanation would be ignorance, that always comes in package with presumptuousness:
the less one knows, the more confident they are they know everything there is to know.
The other one is bias. But most likely it is a combination of the three. The would be
reader is indeed forewarned in Note 1 that “With all the efforts I made in the last years
to identify important, published or manuscript, plans and sketches of the vestiges from
Sarmizegetusa Regia, it is possible that there may be such documents I am not aware
of. I am grateful to those who will signal such omissions I did not mention commercial
plans59, those which do not bring new things or are realized without a scientific base”1.
So, if anyone else’s plan is absent from her paper, it’s because that plan was either not
free of charge, or did not bring any new "things", or was deemed by her as not "important" enough, "unscientific", or any combinations of the above four.
There goes down the drain any claim of science, right there at its beginning;
56

http://adevaruldespredaci.ro/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/scanare-lidar-300x168.jpg (accessed on the 14th September 2019).
57
Acronym for Digital Surface Model.
58
https://www.rqa.ro/produs.php?id=452&subcat_id=39&cat_id=19 (accessed on the 14th September 2019).
59
If Miss Peţan is riding the open source wave and advocating the use of free data and the
rejection of "commercial" plans, how come her own books, printed at her own publishing
house, are not free of charge for everyone’s academic leisure? Isn’t that called a double
standard?! Or maybe, in her opinion, it is OK to charge just for books, but not for GPS maps...
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packed with a conspiracy theory that “better” maps of the UNESCO site are hidden by
the site administrators and researchers from the public eye, technically ignorant and
factually biased, Miss Peţan’s shared epiphanies on the Sarmizegetusa Regia cartography for the XXth century are the perfect example of boldly going where no one has
gone before proudly armored with nothing but the Emperor’s cloths.

5. Inventions
5.1. The two "reminding of the roman forts" from Şuţeşti
In his 2014 paper, Mr. Eugen TEODOR declares that, at Şuţeşti, Brăila county, where the well-known Valul lui Traian (Trajans vallum) lies “Immediately west of
the embankment there is a larger fort, almost square, about 1.2 ha, with the sides directly connected to the dyke; a square fortlet about 48m. on each side, can be seen in
the southern end of the dyke, but about 40 m behind the main embankment ”.60
First: the Valul lui Traian embankment has the two ditches to the west of the
ramparts, so that would make the presumed forts sit in the unprotected zone in front
of the embankment, not behind it. Second: how many "sides" of a rectangle fort can
one connect to a straight linear embankment? Third: all the examples given there of
castra are sitting connected to the dyke, but behind it, not in front of it. Fourth: where
is that large fort, besides being 1.2 ha, to the west of and connected to the Valul lui
Traian dyke? Complete mystery here... So we concentrated on the second "square
fortlet"61.
The first mention of a possible “castellum” at Şuţeşti is published in a 2008 report62, followed by another assumption published in a 2013 report63 of a “possible rectangular earthen fortification”, “contemporary” with the Trajan’s vallum. In the 2014
report64, the “approx. 25x25 m” (sic!)65 enclosure at the SW end of the Trajan’s vallum
is deemed “after all appearances modern”, only to consider it "recent" in the 2014
collective study: “The rectangular structure in the enclosure, close to S2, is recent,
because it does not appear on any map or plan prior to 1953 and it is not mentioned
by Pamfil Polonic. Based on the existence of a cement structure at its bottom, as well
as on some information from the locals, we can assume that it was built after the construction of the farming collective and was used as a garbage ramp.” 66.
Mr. Teodor recycled this conclusion in his original manner and deemed it in
2015 as a roman fort being reused by the communist investments, instead of a modern
precinct built specifically for agricultural purposes: “as the experience shows33, some
communist investments were fixed inside old precincts, and worth verification, if pos-

60

Teodor, 2014, p. 131.
N45.22516 E27.41832
62
Sîrbu et alii, 2008
63
Cândea et alii, 2013.
64
Cândea et alii, 2014.
65
The dimensions are completely wrong; the enclosure is 48 × 48 m distance measured between
corresponding opposite tops of the rampart.
66
Sârbu et alii, 2014, p. 44.
61
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Fig. 21. Poster from 2013 colloquia “Antique Linear Fortifications on the
left of the Lower Danube” depicting on the top of the page the rectangle
precinct from Şuţeşti.67 The ensemble is viewed from the air from the NE.
67

on-line https://brailachirei.files.wordpress.com/2013/06/afis-colocviu1.jpg?w=109&h=150 (accessed on the 14th September 2019).
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Fig. 22. The presumed rectangular small roman fort reused by a deposit of
crops. Stereo70. Background Bing imagery. GIS support GlobalMapper v20.1.
sible.”68. Note 33: “Such a situation has been recently encountered on the lower Buzău
River, where a deposit of crops was ‘embedded’ in a Roman fort (personal communication Costin Croitoru, not published data).”
It is simply bewildering how some hear-say from a fellow colleague becomes
"experience" and then printed word worth verification “if possible”. But is was possible
and we humored Mr. Teodor!
In fact, some of the reasons for the dismissal were weak, like “it does not appear on any map or plan prior to 1953”. There are lots of fortifications that do not show
up on maps printed before 1953, it does not mean that they do not exist. The precinct
does not show up neither on the L35-103 1:100000 plan from DTM, nor on the L-35103-B-d 1:25000 plan from DTM.
The “1953” narrative comes from a study69 published in 2014 with the sole
explanation “As all the older maps show, the rectangular earth structure located
towards west, behind the embankment, is a modern construction which did not exist
in 1953.”70. In their 2017 study, the same authors lax their chronology to the '50s
“earth enclosure built post 1950”, again without any sort of supporting argument71.
So which one is it in the end? A Roman fort reused in the communist era or a
modern enclosure built in the '50s? It turns out it is neither...
The first old aerial image of the site we had access to was collected in 1954
by DTM (see Fig. 23).
The second one was taken in 1966 by an American spy airplane and was used
68

Teodor, 2015, p. 28.
Ştefan, Ştefan, 2014, p. 59. For some unknown reason the authors place their article in 2015,
while all the others authors published in the same volume place it in 2014.
70
The only possible explanation we can think of for the “1953” figure is that the PDT 4953 plan
where the site lies was printed in 1953.
71
Ştefan et alii, 2017, p. 54, fig. 3.
69
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Fig. 23. The "square fortlet" does not show on Part of the georeferenced Stereo
70 aeroorthofotogram 370 from 1954, copyright DTM, reproduced with written
permission of the owner72. GIS support GlobalMapper v20.1.

Fig. 24. Georeferenced 1966 spy aircraft image DZB00402700010H020001_c.
Stereo 70. GIS support GlobalMapper v201.1
for the first correct determination of the position and appearance of the Roman castrum
from Filipeşti73. That image also covers the Şuţeşti area at its NE corner (see Fig. 24).
No sign of the two "reminding of the Roman forts" mentioned by Mr. Teodor
on either of them. We can now state with certainty that the rectangular precinct was
erected some time after the 20th April 1966, which is a better and more documented
approximation than the "1953" or "the '50s" figures circulated so far. Case closed.

72
73

Services Contract A-6208 from the 22nd August 2019.
Condurăţeanu, 2014, p. 801, fig. 15, 16.
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5.2. The "very large" "Roman surveillance tower" from Valea Călmăţuiului
In his 2018 paper74 Mr. Eugen TEODOR – The Limes Transalutanus project ‒
advances the idea of the existence of a Roman surveillance tower in the flooded plain
of Călmăţuiului Valley75. A 27 m rectangular enclosure with rounded corners76 is presented with distances and a vallum profile based on drone imagery derived DSM.
The original article was printed in Romanian a few years before77 and was also
advertised on the Facebook page of the project78, where a few more insight details were
added79. “Down in the flood-plain of the Călmăţui, which is the main river and valley
between the Danube and River Vedea, the orthophotos reveal an unusual object: a
very large tower controlling the passage over the marshes80, which was much more
relevant than the stream itself (Fig 5). Two attempts to reach the position in the autumn
of 2014 both failed precisely because of the marshes, followed by a rainy year in 2015.
We still have a very good depiction of it through the excellent tool of the UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle). In Figure 5 one can see an altimetric section on a DSM (Digital
Surface Model) with tall aquatic vegetation (although the flight was done in April)
thriving on a geometrically regular contour which could very well be the former ditch
of a tower The 28 m recorded between the outer sides of the ditch will not find, for sure,
many analogies.”
Indeed at 6 meters each side, and 27, 28 meters between the ditches this would
be "surveillance tower" is an awkwardly half way between a regular tower and a burgus, so Mr. Teodor advances the idea that the "tower" would have had two floors instead of just one: “The unusual size of the construction in Călmăţuiului Meadow suggests it was a construction larger than usual (possibly with a supplementary floor),
probably with the main purpose to control the passage through the swampy meadow
which made anyone, friend or foe, pass through that narrow passage constructed by
the Romans and named by the locals “the brick road””81.
74

Teodor, 2018, p. 335-336.
To be exact, the site is not the Călmăţui valley, or meadow, or plain ‒ which is 504 meters
North of it ‒ but the flooded valley of Pârâul Grecilor (Greeks Stream) that emerges from the
Broscăriei (Frogs) Pond, according to PDT 3637.
76
N43.90527 E24.97155.
77
Teodor, 2016, p. 77-79.
78
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=850035431738700&id=72944405379
7839&__xts__[0]=68.ARAdnjzPBrASBIk0I9vEL4U6iQu1umk1Aeb-XUdsJ1j6ahlB2m0HO
sqTLuphFgJlv09xELTz8PwyKjUGsdRCn1t1NVxxoVY4VQ6Sjm6YMXyi5kSfyMEOaOSl
GD-2mwqLuD5QXtiziwDppW6namLhYAdkYR1jRRP81dxZhVDruAkP07gv678s1HaOXsj
9vyEH9hxB4a8THMueoGF74IPEIVwvwr3J_qeqrRnOPqqjq13hvt5KF-QiACsNRyNd1k3y0
9O0sbBMQYK22xNNsB3EKa_IhY9l9FEDfkCkTdQwnBqz_Og5g5-oiEQF6hk1w4GG1DQ
FLuSMI948KAwp96tb_r0&__tn__=-R (accessed on the 6th September 2019).
79
https://www.facebook.com/729444053797839/photos/p.850404665035110/850404665035110
/?type=3&theater (accessed on the 6th September 2019).
80
[my underline].
81
[my translation] “Mărimea neobisnuită a turnului din Lunca Călmăţuiului sugerează că era
o construcţie mai mare decât cele uzuale (posibil cu un etaj suplimentar), probabil cu scopul
75
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Fig. 25. “Fig. 5: The Călmățui Valley, general situation, detail and altimetric
section, DSM, resolution 0.25 m. White arrows indicate the frontier’s
embankment, pink arrows the road, light blue arrow the tower (UAV Dan Ștefan;
photogrammetry Magdalena Ștefan; interpretation Eugen S. Teodor).”82.
principal de a supraveghea pasajul prin lunca mlăștinoasă, care obliga, pe oricine, prieten sau
dușman, să treacă pe acel îngust culoar amenajat de romani și numit de localnici „drumul de
cărămidă”.” (Teodor, 2015, p. 79).
82
Teodor, 2018, p. 335, fig. 5.
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So, to summarize, we have a Roman tower larger than the regular size, placed
in a middle of a swamp, inaccessible by foot83, situated in a cauldron overlooked from
three directions by higher elevations in its vicinity, “thus in the floodplain! What would
be the value of a fort placed inside a bucket, with a visibility lower than a kilometre?”84.
This is a recurring comment from an earlier Romanian version of the book by the very
same author85.

Fig. 26. The "Roman surveillance tower". DSM published on the Limes Transalutanus FB page86 shows it being surrounded by higher elevations (darker magenta) from the North, East and South in its vicinity. West of it, the very distinctive
“Brick Road” with pink arrows. East of it, with black arrows, the supposed Limes
Transalutanus embankment which makes a surprising turn to the East.
There is no Roman surveillance tower in the Broscăriei Pond (Greeks
Stream). The structure described does not show up on the 2003 orthophotoplan, only
on those subsequent from 2008 and 2010 and on contemporary Bing and Google Earth
maps. We even went to the trouble of aquiring the DTM’s aeroorthophoto 4278 from
1953, when vegetation in the pond was much scarce than now, to show it was nothing
of the sort in that position.
83

Teodor, 2016, p. 79.
Teodor 2015, p. 28, note 35.
85
Teodor, 2013, p. 27, note 23: “în lunca inundabilă! Care ar fi fost valoarea militară a unui fort
aflat în „găleată”, fără vizibilitate mai mare de 1 km?”.
86
https://www.facebook.com/729444053797839/photos/p.850399485035628/850399485035628/
?type=3&theater (accessed on the 6th of September 2019).
84
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Fig. 27. Viewshed analisys with red color from the presumed Roman tower, 4 m
above ground, overlayed on 1:25.000 DTM plans K-35-002-B-d, K-35-002-B-b,
K-35-003-A-c and K-35-003-A-a with shadowed hills. EUD_CP-DEMS_5500025
000-AA DEM87, Stereo 70. GIS support GlobalMapper v20.1.

Fig. 28. The enclosure does not show up on the 2003 georeferenced
Stereo 70 Putineiu orthophotoplan. GIS support GlobalMapper v20.1.
If Mr. Teodor had followed upon his own published good practice guidelines88
and had made a quick (phone)89 call to the Putineiu mayoralty, they would have tipped
him off that it was a contemporary duck enclosure90, created by some intreprid citizens in the area.
87

http://data.europa.eu/euodp/data/dataset/data_eu-dem (accessed on the 14th September 2019).
Teodor, 2017, p. 81-82.
89
http://www.putineiu.ro/contact.html (accessed on the 6th of September 2019). We spoke on the
telephone with the Secretary and with the Cadastre Engineer.
90
Împrejmuire pentru raţe (Romanian language).
88
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Fig. 29. The enclosure does not show up either on part of the georeferenced
Stereo 70 aeroorthofotogram 4278 from 1953, copyright DTM, reproduced
with written permission91 of the owner. GIS support GlobalMapper v20.1.

Fig. 30. Georeferenced GoogleMaps imagery showing in the centre the
duck enclosure. Stereo 70. GIS support GlobalMapper v20.1.
But Mr. Teodor was so taken off by his "discovery" that he failed to recognize
that the “brick road”, which he misstook for the Roman road, was in fact the Limes
Transalutanus vallum, the very one described by Polonic that “descends into the Călmățui Valley, where it is preserved in the floodable meadow”92 and since he could not
explain a Roman tower sitting in front of the Limes Transalutanus, in the Barbaricum,
he invented a non-existent Roman embankment 25 meters east of the duck enclosure...

91
92

Services Contract A-6208 from the 22nd August 2019.
Teodor, 2018, p. 336.
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Fig. 31. With yellow the correct trajectory of the Limes TransAlutanus in the
Greeks Stream valley, overimposed on georeferenced93, overlayed on rectified
PDT plans 3637 and 3638. Stereo 70. GIS support GlobalMapper v20.1.
The presumed Roman surveillance tower North of the duck enclosure is yet
another bad guess as it sits in the Barbaricum.
We can only conclude on this matter with Mr. Teodor’s very own comment
from 2013: “His capacity to defy Geography is equalled only by the confidence with
which he writes.”94.
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Teodor, 2015, p. 29, fig. 8.
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